AbstractÐReliable and accurate fingerprint recognition is a challenging pattern recognition problem, requiring algorithms robust in many contexts. FVC2000 competition attempted to establish the first common benchmark, allowing companies and academic institutions to unambiguously compare performance and track improvements in their fingerprint recognition algorithms. Three databases were created using different state-of-the-art sensors and a fourth database was artificially generated; 11 algorithms were extensively tested on the four data sets. We believe that FVC2000 protocol, databases, and results will be useful to all practitioners in the field not only as a benchmark for improving methods, but also for enabling an unbiased evaluation of algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
IN the last decade, interest in fingerprint-based biometric systems has grown significantly [9] . Activity on this topic increased in both academia and industry as several research groups and companies developed new algorithms and techniques for fingerprint recognition and as many new fingerprint acquisition sensors were launched into the marketplace.
Nevertheless, to date only a few benchmarks have been available for comparing developments in fingerprint verification. Developers usually perform internal tests over self-collected databases. In practice, the only public domain data sets are the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) CDROMs [20] , [21] containing thousands of images scanned from paper cards where fingerprints were impressed by rolling ªnail to nailº inked fingers. Since these images significantly differ from those acquired by optical or solid state sensors, they are not wellsuited for testing ªonlineº fingerprint systems [9] , although they constitute an excellent benchmark for AFIS (Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems) developments [11] and fingerprint classification studies [4] . NIST recently released a database containing digital videos of live-scan fingerprint data [22] ; since this database was specifically collected for studying plastic distortion affecting the online acquisition process [5] , [6] and the impact of finger rotation, it models only certain fingerprint variations and it is not recommendable for a general evaluation of verification algorithms.
The lack of standards has unavoidably led to the dissemination of confusing, incomparable, and irreproducible results, sometimes embedded in research papers and sometimes enriching the commercial claims of marketing brochures.
The aim of this initiative was to take the first step towards the establishment of a common basis, both for academia and industry, to better understand the state-of-the-art and what can be expected from the fingerprint technology in the future. Analogous efforts have been recently carried out for other biometric characteristics (e.g., face [15] , [12] ) and, in general, for other classical pattern recognition tasks ( [17] , [1] , [8] , [18] ). We decided to pose this effort as an international open competition to boost interest and give our results larger visibility. The 15th International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR 2000) was ideal for this purpose. Starting in late spring 1999, when the FVC2000 Web site [7] was set up, we broadly publicized this event, inviting all companies and research groups we were aware of to take part.
From the beginning, we stated that the competition was not meant as an official performance certification of the participant biometric systems, as:
.
The databases used in this contest have not been acquired in a real environment and according to a formal protocol [23] , [16] , [19] , [2] (also refer to [24] for an example of performance evaluation on real applications). .
Only parts of the participants software are evaluated by using images from sensors not native to each system. In fact, fingerprint-based biometric systems often implement proprietary solutions to improve robustness and accuracy (e.g., quality control modules to reject poor quality fingerprints, visual feedback to help the user in optimally positioning his/her finger, using multiple fingerprint instances to build more reliable templates, etc.) and these contributions are here discounted. .
According to the definition reported in [16] , [19] , FVC2000 should be conceived as a technology evaluation (with some analogies with the FERET contest organized by Philips on face recognition [15] ). In fact, quoting [2] :
ªThe goal of a technology evaluation is to compare competing algorithms from a single technology. Testing of all algorithms is done on a standardized database collected by a ªuniversalº sensor. Nonetheless, performance against this database will depend upon both the environment and the population in which it was collected. Consequently, the ªthree bearsº rule might be applied, attempting to create a database that is neither too difficult nor too easy for the algorithms to be tested. Although sample or example data may be distributed for developmental or tuning purposes prior to the test, the actual testing must be done on data which has not been previously seen by algorithm developers. Testing is done using ªofflineº processing of the data. Because the database is fixed, results of technology tests are repeatable.º
In FVC2000, the ªuniversalº sensor is actually a collection of four different sensors/technologies to better cover the recent advances in fingerprint sensing techniques and to avoid favoring a particular algorithm through the choice of a specific sensor. In fact, databases 1 and 2 were collected by using two small-size and lowcost sensors (optical and capacitive, respectively). Database 3 was collected by using a higher quality (large area) optical sensor. Finally, images in database 4 were synthetically generated by using the approach described in [3] . Each of the four databases contained 880 fingerprints from 110 different fingers, collected using the ªthree bears ruleº (not too easy, not too hard), based on our prior subjective experiences with fingerprint recognition algorithms; in particular, on the one hand, we discarded fingerprint images we considered completely intractable even for a human expert, on the other hand, we avoided collecting perfect fingerprints which will be very easy for a matching algorithm; some internally developed algorithms helped us in accomplishing this task. Each database was split into a sequestered ªtestº set of 800 images (set A) and an open ªtrainingº set of 80 images (set B), made available to participants for algorithm tuning. The samples in each set B were chosen to be as much as possible representative of the variations and difficulties in the corresponding set A; to this purpose fingerprints were automatically sorted by quality as in [14] and samples covering the whole range of quality were included in set B. A final visual inspection of the obtained data sets was carried out to assure that ªdry,º ªwet,º ªscratched,º ªdistorted,º and ªmarkedly rotatedº fingerprints were also adequately represented.
As initially specified in the call for participation ªFVC2000 competition focuses only on fingerprint verification (1-1 matching) and not on fingerprint identification (1-N matching)º [9] . Each participant was required to submit two executable computer programs: the first enrolling a fingerprint image and producing the corresponding template, the second matching a fingerprint template against a fingerprint image. Participants were allowed to submit four distinct configuration files, to adjust the algorithms internal parameters according to each specific database; configuration files could also contain precomputed data, to save time during enrollment and matching. For practical testing reasons, the maximum response time of the algorithms was limited to 15 seconds for each enrollment and five seconds for each matching (on a Pentium IIIÐ450 MHz machine).
In March 2000, after several months of active promotion, we had 25 volunteering participants (about 50 percent from academia and 50 percent from industry), far more than our initial expectation. By the end of April, the training sets were released to the participants.
After the submission deadline (June 2000) for the executables, the number of participants decreased to 11 (most of the initially registered companies withdrew). In any case, the number of participants (see Table 1 ) was more than anticipated, so we started working on the submitted executables to complete their evaluation by August 2000.
Once all the executables were submitted, feedback was sent to the participants by providing them the results of their algorithms over training set B (the same data set they had previously been given) to allow them to verify that neither run time problems nor hardware-dependent misbehaviors were occurring on our side. Section 2 describes the four databases used; in Section 3, we present the criteria and the procedures used for performance evaluation. Section 4 reports the overall performance of the participating algorithms on each database and concludes with a comparison of the average results. Finally, in Section 5, we draw some concluding remarks and discuss how we intend to continue supporting this initiative in the future.
DATABASES
Four different databases (hereinafter DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4) were collected by using the following sensors/technologies [10] : . DB4: synthetically generated based on the method proposed in [3] .
Each database is 110 fingers wide (w) and eight impressions per finger deep (d) (880 fingerprints in all); fingers from 101 to 110 (set B) were made available to the participants to allow parameter tuning before the submission of the algorithms; the benchmark is then constituted by fingers numbered from 1 to 100 (set A). For a system evaluation, the size of the above four databases is certainly not sufficient to estimate the performance with high confidence.
TABLE 1 List of Participants
A four digit ID was assigned to each algorithm. (Sagem SA submitted two different algorithms).
1. These sensors are identified in order to clearly specify the features of the databases. None of the authors have any proprietary interests in these companies or products.
TABLE 2
The Four FVC2000 Databases y In the artifical generation, the resolution is controlled by the average ridge-line interdistance; this input parameter was estimated from a real 500 dpi fingerprint database.
However, in a technology evaluation (like, FVC2000), the aim is to capture the variability and the difficulties of the problem at hand and to investigate how the different algorithms deal with them. For this purpose, the size of our databases are adequate. Table 2 summarizes the global features of the four databases, and Fig. 1 shows a sample image from each one of them.
It is worth emphasizing that the choice of providing more than one database is not aimed at comparing different acquisition technologies and devices; the results obtained by the algorithms on the different databases should not be conceived as a quality measure of the corresponding sensors, since the acquisition conditions and the volunteer crew of each database are different.
To summarize, DB1 and DB2 have the following features:
. The fingerprints are mainly from 20 to 30 year-old students (about 50 percent male). .
Up to four fingers were collected for each volunteer (forefinger and middle finger of both the hands). .
The images were taken from untrained people in two different sessions and no efforts were made to assure a minimum acquisition quality. .
All the images from the same individual were acquired by interleaving the acquisition of the different fingers (e.g., first sample of left forefinger, first sample of right fore finger, first sample of left middle, first sample of right middle, second sample of the left forefinger, ...). .
The presence of the fingerprint cores and deltas is not guaranteed since no attention was paid on checking the correct finger position on the sensor. .
The sensor platens were not systematically cleaned (as usually suggested by the vendors). .
The acquired fingerprints were manually analyzed to assure that the maximum rotation is approximately in the range [À15 , 15 ] and that each pair of impressions of the same finger has a nonnull overlapping area.
Database DB3 was collected as follows:
The fingerprints are from 19 volunteers between the ages of five to 73 (55 percent male). .
One-third of the volunteers were over 55 years of age. .
One-third of the volunteers were under 18 years of age. .
One-sixth of the volunteers were under seven years of age (childrens fingerprints constitute an interesting case study, since the usable image area is small and the ridge-line density is high). .
Two images of up to six fingers (thumb, fore, and middle on left and right hands) were taken without interleaving from each volunteer at each session and no efforts were made to assure a minimum acquisition quality. .
Each volunteer was seen at four sessions, with no more than two sessions on any single day. .
The time gap between the first and last sessions was at least three days and as long as three months, depending upon volunteer. .
The sensor plate was systematically cleaned between image acquisitions. .
At one session with each volunteer, fingers were cleaned with rubbing alcohol and dried. . Some part of the core was apparent in each image, but care was taken to avoid a complete overlap between consecutive images taken during a single session. .
The acquired fingerprints were manually analyzed to assure that the maximum rotation is approximately in the range [À15 , 15 ] and that each pair of impressions of the same finger has a nonnull overlapping area. Figs. 2 and 3 show some sample images taken from DB3.
The collection of DB4 requires some explanation. In general, the use of artificial images for testing biometric systems is not considered to be the ªbest practiceº [19] . Although, this may be the case for performance evaluation in real applications, we believe that in a technology evaluation event such as FVC2000, the use of synthetic images has three main advantages:
It supplies images which are native to none of the participant algorithms, thus providing a fair comparison. .
Synthetic fingerprint databases can be created at a very low cost. Acquiring a large number of fingerprints for testing purposes may be problematic due to the great amount of time and resources required and to the privacy legislation which in some countries prohibits the diffusion of such personal information. Furthermore, once a database has been ªused,º its utility is limited since, for successive testing of algorithms, a new unknown database should be used. .
It is possible to adjust the database difficulty by tuning different kinds of perturbations (e.g., maximum amount of rotation and translation, and the amount of skin distortion).
If the generated artificial images were not a suitable simulation of real fingerprint patterns, the comparisons on the synthetic database would be misleading. Furthermore, in order to improve the performance, ad hoc algorithms could be designed/tuned according to the same assumptions which model the synthetic generation. However, the presence of three real databases in FVC2000 provides a natural way to check the validity of the results on DB4.
The parameters of the synthetic generator were tuned to emulate a low-cost sensor with a small acquisition area; the maximum rotation and displacement and skin-distortion are adjusted to roughly reproduce the perturbations in the three previous databases.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For each database, we will refer to the jth fingerprint sample of the ith finger as F ij , i 1 . . . 100, and j 1 . . . 8, and to the corresponding template (computed from F ij ) as T ij . For each database and for each algorithm:
. The templates T ij , i 1 . . . 100, and j 1 . . . 7 are computed from the corresponding F ij and stored on a disk; one of the following three kinds of rejection can happen for each image F ij :
1. F (Fail): the algorithm declares that it cannot enroll the fingerprint image.
T (Timeout)
: the enrollment exceeds the maximum allowed time (15 seconds). 3. C (Crash): the algorithm crashes during fingerprint processing. The three types of rejections are added and stored in
Each fingerprint template T ij is matched against the fingerprint images F ik j < k 8 and the corresponding Genuine Matching Scores gms ijk are stored. 2 The number of matches (denoted as NGRA -Number of Genuine Recognition Attempts) is 8 Â 7=2 Â 100 2; 800 in case REJ ENROLL 0. The failed, timeout (five seconds) and crash rejections are accumulated into REJ NGRA ; no gms ijk is stored in this case. .
Each fingerprint template T i1 , i 1 . . . 100 is matched against the first fingerprint image from different fingers F k1 i < k 100 and the corresponding Impostor Matching Scores ims ik are stored. The number of matches (denoted as NIRA -Number of Impostor Recognition Attempts) is 100 Â 99=2 4; 950 in case REJ ENROLL 0. The failed, timeout (5 seconds) and crash rejections are accumulated into REJ NIRA ; no ims ik is stored in this case. .
The genuine matching score distribution and the impostor matching score distribution are computed (actually, the If g is matched with h, the symmetric match (i.e., h against g) is not executed.
term ªdistributionº denotes a histogram) and graphically reported to show how the algorithm ªseparatesº the two classes. In fingerprint verification, higher scores are associated with more closely matching images. .
The FMRt (False Match Rate) and FNMRt (False NonMatch Rate) curves are computed from the above distributions for t ranging from 0 to 1. 3 Given a threshold t,
FMRt denotes the percentage of ims ik ! t, and FNMRt denotes the percentage of gms ijk < t. Actually, since FMR and FNMR are used in the contest to compare the performance of different algorithms, FMR and FNMR are ªcorrectedº to keep into account rejections stored in REJ NIRA and REJ NGRA :
FNMRt cardfgms ijk j gms ijk < tg REJ NGRA NGRA ;
where card denote the cardinality of a given set. This correction assumes that a failure to match is always treated by the system as a ªnonmatchº (matching score < 0).
. A ROC (Receiving Operating Curve) is obtained, where pairs (FMRt, FNMRt) are plotted for the same value of t; in particular, for t 0, FMR 1, and FNMR 0, while for t > 1, FMR 0, and FNMR 1. The ROC curve is drawn in log-log scales for better comprehension. .
The Equal Error Rate EER is computed as the point where FNMRt FMRt (see Fig. 4 ); in practice, the matching score distributions (histograms) are not continuous and a crossover point might not exist. In this case, we report the interval [EER low , EER high ]. In Appendix A, an operational definition of EER is given. .
ZeroFMR is defined as the lowest FNMR at which no False Matches occur and ZeroFNMR is defined as the lowest FMR at which no False NonMatches occur (Fig. 4) :
Both ZeroFMR and ZeroFNMR may not exist; in such a case, we assign to them the value 1. . The average enroll time is calculated as the average CPU time for a single enrollment operation, and average match time as the average CPU time for a single match operation between a template and a test image.
RESULTS
This section reports the performance of the tested algorithms on each of the four databases (Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6) and the average (Table 7 ). Fig. 5 shows the ROC for DB3, which proved to be the most difficult data set. The notation introduced in Section 3 is used in both the graphics and tables, with the only exception of reporting REJ ENROLL as a percentage value and to collapse both REJ NGRA and REJ NIRA into a single value REJ MATCH :
For a correct interpretation of the results, EER alone is not a sufficient metric; REJ ENROLL should be also taken into account.
For each algorithm, detailed results (including genuine and impostor distributions, FMR and FNMR curves, NGRA, NIRA, . . . ) are reported in [13] . Due to lack of space, Appendix B of this paper presents only detailed results of the SAG1 algorithm which had the best accuracy in our competition.
CONCLUSIONS
Most of the algorithms submitted to the competition performed well, if we take into account the difficulty of adapting a given algorithm to new types of images. In particular, algorithms Sag1 and Sag2 showed the best accuracy and Cspn exhibited a good trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Table 7 highlights a significant gap in the performance of the different algorithms and it would be extremely interesting to understand the reasons for such differences. To this purpose, after the presentation of the results, we asked the participants to provide some technical details about their methods, but only a few of them responded (the responses can be found at the FVC2000
Web site [7] ); in any case, on the basis of the participant responses and on what we learned from this experience, we can make the following observations:
. A coarse analysis of the errors on genuine attempts showed that most of the errors were made by the algorithms on about 15-20 percent poor-quality fingerprints in each database. In other words, we could claim that a 20-80 rule is valid: that is, 20 percent of the database is responsible for 80 percent of the errors. .
The most accurate algorithm (Sag1) takes a lot of time for enrollment (3.18 sec with respect to a median enrollment time of 1.08 sec). This suggests that an accurate image enhancement and feature extraction is really important for improving the matching accuracy. Furthermore, feature extraction seems to perform asymmetrically, since the average matching time (which also includes the feature extraction time for the test image) is substantially lower than a single enrollment time.
. The fastest algorithms (Cspn) extracts minutiae by an adaptive tracing of the gray-level ridges, without a priori binarization and thinning (which are time consuming tasks) [14] , [25] and exploits local minutiae arrangement to speed-up the initial steps of minutiae matching [26] . Databases DB1 and DB2 proved to be ªeasierº than DB3, even though the sensor used for DB3 is of higher quality. This means that the acquisition conditions and the volunteer population can have a stronger impact on the performance than sensor quality.
The synthetically-generated database (DB4) was demonstrated to be adequate for FVC2000 purposes: in particular, from Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6, it is evident that the algorithm ranking on DB4 is quite similar to the other databases, proving that no algorithm was favored or penalized by the synthetic images. In particular, if an algorithm performs well on real fingerprints, then it also performs well on synthetic fingerprints and vice versa. The visual analysis of impostor and genuine distributions (see [13] ) definitely supports this claim, since no significant differences are seen between the DB4 graphics and the others.
Once again we would like to remark that the results reported here do not necessarily reflect the performance that the participating algorithms would achieve in a real environment or when embedded into a complete biometric system. In any event, we believe that FVC2000 results:
provide a useful overview of the state-of-the-art in this field, .
allow researchers and companies to test their algorithms over common databases collected using state-of-the-art sensors, and .
provide guidance to the participants for improving their algorithms. In future, we intend to continue supporting this initiative as follows:
The existing FVC2000 Web site [7] will be maintained to diffuse FVC2000 results and to promote FVC2000 testing protocol as a standard for technological evaluations. .
Companies and academic research groups will be allowed to test new algorithms or improved versions of existing algorithms on the FVC2000 benchmark databases and to add their results to the FVC2000 Web site. New entries will be kept isolated from the original entries, since hereafter, the full databases are known, in advance, which could allow algorithm tuning to give unfair advantage to new participants. .
The second Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC2002) has been scheduled and its results will be presented at the 16th International Conference of Pattern Recognition. .
Generating synthetic fingerprint databases for future evaluations will be further investigated.
APPENDIX A
An operational procedure for computing EER (interval), given a finite number of genuine and impostor matching scores, is reported in the following. Let t 1 max t P fgms ijk g fims ik g ft j FNMRt FMRtg; and t 2 min t P fgms ijk g fims ik g ft j FNMRt ! FMRtg:
The EER interval is defined as:
EERlow;EERhigh
FNMRt;FMRt1 if FNMRt1FMRt1 FMRt2FNMRt2
FMRt2;FNMRt2 otherwise and EER is estimated as EER low EER high =2 (see Fig. 6 ).
APPENDIX B
Please see Figs. 7, 8, 9 , and 10.
